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ABSTRACT

Background: During the pandemic, Corona virus forced many people, especially students, to spend more time than before on the computer and smartphone to study and communicate. The poor posture of the body may have worse effect on its body parts, most of which is the cervical spine (forward head posture).

Objective: To assess the incidence of neck pain and the associated factors among undergraduate medical students related to position during E-learning

Subjects and Methods: Cross-sectional study was conducted among medical students in three Iraqi universities during 2021. The sample size was 152. Online questionnaire by Google forms sampling method were used to collect the data which was analysed using SPSS 25.

Results: The percentage of students who suffered cervical pain was (80.3%) of the 152 who participated in this study and the majority of those who suffered pain were complained from increase pain during the pandemic (72.1%). This study also showed the students recumbent on the floor 67 (44.1%) more than those who use the table and chair 62 (40.8%) during E-learning. The percentage of students who use the phone for more than 4 hours were (73.7%).

Conclusion: there is a relationship between poor posture and cervical pain during E-learning in the pandemic. Most of students were suffering from neck pain with greatest percentage were in those who student in recumbent on the floor and when using chair and table.

Introduction

In 2020, the COVID19 cases arises in Iraq, which lead to the application of lockdown and social isolation has been imposed as one of the defensive actions to extent the coronavirus infection with economic burden in medical resources, quarantine measures, restriction of trade, disruption of production, loss of job, deteriorated finance, etc. (1)

The correct posture of the head occurs when the ears are located right above the shoulders with the chest open and shoulders back, thus stress on the neck is lessened since the head’s weight is certainly well-adjusted on the cervical spine even the normal head weight about 10 to 13 pounds. (2) In poor position of the head, the lower cervical spine become hyperflexion with loss of the lordosis curvature of the spine and become flattening, this lead to hyperextension of the upper cervical and the lordosis becoming further obvious, this lead to more stress on the intervertebral discs, vertebrae, and facet joints. (2) Like sitting for prolonged periods of time in awkward positions in front of a computer for about 8 hours
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per day in working office and additional 2-4 hours on their smartphones, (3) this poor neck posture can be associated with musculoskeletal disorders and physiologic dysfunction of the body. Pain in the upper neck is typically arise from C2–3, and pain in the lower neck from C5–6 and C6–7, resulting in somatic pain, dull, aching in nature pain, shooting pain (neurogenic origin) (4).

Global Burden of Disease (GBD) 2017 stated the musculoskeletal disorders is the second global debility illnesses (5). Neck pain can cause distress, debility, and decreased quality of life. (5,6) Undergraduate students represent a high incidence of neck and upper limbs pains up to 48-78%. (6,7)

Quick progress of communication, increasing custom of electronic devices like laptops, smartphones, tablets, have direct relation to severity of neck pain in general population especially in students. (7-9).

Pain is a main source of morbidity and debility in ordinary life and at work in several nations. It affects the person’s physical, public, and emotional behavior with increase costs to society and businesses. (10-12) Neck pain also increase with aging especially in medium- and low-income countries. (13).

The cervical pain is the main musculoskeletal disorders in the adult account from 13.5% and 47%, with a complex etiology, like ergonomic factors (vigorous physical action, vibration, and poor position), individual factors (age, weight, and genome), behavioral factors (smoking), and psychosocial factors (occupation, stress, nervousness, and depression). (14-16).

There are a limited studies of the incidence of neck pain in medical students 12,13,14, and also in Iraq, which have focused on the musculoskeletal pain in undergraduate medical students.

Aim of this study is to assess the incidence of neck pain and the associated factors among undergraduate medical students related to position during E learning.

**Subjects and Methods**

This cross-sectional study was conducted among 152 medical students using an online questionnaire, focused on neck, shoulder pain in the past week and the past year during pandemic and depending on E-learning. Three universities were enrolled in this survey (University of Baghdad/AL-Kindy College of medicine, University of Almustansyria / College of medicine and University of Falluja/College of medicine). We included all medical students in these three medical colleges and excluded students with previous document cervical pain or surgery. The questionnaire including several parameters like demographics, site of pain, onset, character, radiation of the pain, associated symptoms, time /duration, any exacerbating and relieving factor, previous and the current neck pain symptoms, and potential risk factors (e.g., gender, age, study programs, electronic devices usage, study hours, sports participation, neck pain, stage of students, average use of mobile, using table, chair, etc., aggregated factor, consult doctor, smoking, and types of pillow use right, high or low).

**Results**

Regarding the sex , (52.63%) of students are females, while (47.37%) are males. (Fig. 1).

The rate of recurrence of the pain among students of different stages, there were 77.8% of males suffering from neck pain, and 82.5% of females had a neck pain. (Tab 1)

**Table (1): Show the frequency of pain among students of different stages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Second</th>
<th>Third</th>
<th>Forth</th>
<th>Fifth</th>
<th>Sixth</th>
<th>T.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>78.3%</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>82.8%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>81.8%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>82.8%</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our result show that 75 of the students using pillow, more than half of them were suffering from neck pain only, other’s pain was radiating to shoulders, either one or both of them. 53 of students are using low pillows, 21 of them has neck pain only, while 20 of them the pain was radiation to both shoulders. Who using high pillow were the least. (Tab. 2)
The correlation between sitting position of students on chair/desk during studying and neck pain. We found that 62 of 152 were sitting on chair and table, 53 of them are suffering from neck pain and direct related to homework period time. 67 of the students were lying prone on the floor during study, 52 of them complaining from neck pain also. The students who were walking during studying were the least, also 12 students who using chair and table visit the doctor from neck pain, while 8 students visited the doctor who lying prone on the floor. (Tab. 3).

The correlation between the student’s time during pandemic (habits) and neck pain summarize in (Tab. 4), it obviously showed that 85 of students using mobile and 71 of them are suffering from pain in the neck, and those who are reading were 48 student, 39 of them are having neck pain. The remains are the least.

The correlation between the daily average of using smart phone and neck pain summarized in (table 5). The students who using smart phone from 1 to 2 hours were 3.9% of total. From 2 to 4 hours were 34, about 75% of them were suffering from neck pain and the pain increase during pandemic, and those who using mobile more than 4 hours were the majority, 112 students, 65 of them were suffering from neck pain and pain increased during pandemic.

The relation of neck pain and smoking, show that were 23 students have smokers, 15 of them, suffering from neck pain only, 4 in the neck and radiating to one shoulder, also 4 radiating to both shoulders. (tab.6).
The associated symptoms with the neck pain, summarized in (Fig. 2). There are 98 student has a headache as result of neck pain, and 59 (39.6%) of students has a muscles weakness in the arm, 48 (32.2%) was suffered from stiffness of the neck.

**Table (6):** Show the correlation between neck pain and smoking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smoking</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>84.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of students lying on the floor (67) and using chair and table (62) for studying, most of them were suffering from neck pain with greatest percentage were in those who sitting on chair and table. Our result was similar to Faiza Sabeen et al. study 2013 (22) who state “Neck pain and computer users are direct relation due to prolong periods of sitting in a certain location with no disruptions to stretch the neck muscles because the neck bent onward, and thus shortening and tighten of the muscles in anterior aspect of the neck, while the muscles in the back of neck will grow longer and weaker. These changes will lead to development of neck pain”, and also to study of Smith et al 2009 (23) who reported high prevalence of headaches and neck pain due to prolong sitting in fixed postures in front of computer or tables, and also done by Black et al 1996 (24), and Kang et al 2012 (25).

The free time of student during pandemic, since there is quarantine, there is more time being in the home and more and more of using smart phone or watching TV. The students that spent their time using smart phone was the great majority with 71 students, 83.5% of them were suffering from neck pain. This result was the same in above studies. Our result apposite to Bortuzzo et al study 2021. (26)

In (table 5), the great majority of student who suffering from pain and the pain increase was in those who using smart phone more than 2 hours, and thus a directed relationship between time of mobile usage and neck pain.

Table 6 show the correlation between smoking and the pain in the neck. The students who were smoking was only 23, 15 of them were suffering from pain, with 50:50 in those who’s their pain was radiating to one shoulder and both. The smoking will damage blood vessels and thus affect the nourishment of the spinal discs, and from the microvasculature that line the endplates on either side of each disc and this may speed up the degenerative process. (27).

Last but not least, in figure2, the association factors which comes usually with neck pain, 98 students with a percentage of 65.8% in those who included in this research, was having a headache. This result corresponds to Bragatto et al 2019 (28).

**Discussion**

Neck pain is a main source of morbidity and debility in ordinary, it affects the person’s physical, public, and emotional behavior with increase costs to society and businesses, (10,11). Undergraduate students represent a high incidence of neck and upper limbs pains up to 17-28%. (7)

Regarding the gender (in table1), 72 males and 80 females, the result of asking about neck the result was as expected actually, 77.8% of males were suffering from neck pain, while in females was 82.5%. Our result is higher than the result done by T. T. W. Chiu et al 2002 (17), and same result by Laith Al-Ameri et al 2018. (18)

We also asked about the environment of student. So we started with sleep period; since humans spent third of their life’s sleeping, everything affects sleeping will affect its life including the neck. (In table2), the questionnaire was about the heights of pillow, our results were unexpected, because 45 students suffering from neck pain without radiation to shoulders, with right (medium) height of pillow which may indicate harmful position during sleeping. The second majority were students who using low pillow, represented in 53 students with different location of pain, from neck to neck with both shoulders or one shoulder respectively. An approaching study was established, which results was an approach done by Gordon et al (2011), unsuitable cushion support has adverse effects on the cervical spine, leading to neck pain and headache, and disturbed sleeping. (19, 21)

The second environment after sleeping, is the position during studying. The results about this issue (in table3) show, that the majority of students using low pillow, which do the great majority with 71 students, 83.5% of them were suffering from neck pain. This result was similar to Faiza Sabeen et al. study 2013 (22) who state “Neck pain and computer users are direct relation due to prolong periods of sitting in a certain location with no disruptions to stretch the neck muscles because the neck bent onward, and thus shortening and tighten of the muscles in anterior aspect of the neck, while the muscles in the back of neck will grow longer and weaker. These changes will lead to development of neck pain”, and also to study of Smith et al 2009 (23) who reported high prevalence of headaches and neck pain due to prolong sitting in fixed postures in front of computer or tables, and also done by Black et al 1996 (24), and Kang et al 2012 (25)

The free time of student during pandemic, since there is quarantine, there is more time being in the home and more and more of using smart phone or watching TV. The students that spent their time using smart phone was the great majority with 71 students, 83.5% of them were suffering from neck pain. This result was the same in above studies. Our result apposite to Bortuzzo et al study 2021. (26)
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